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IDENTIFY GOALS AND ACTION STEPS

Select two areas in need of improvement from your list of concerns. Use the space below to identify the goal for each concern.

GOAL ONE
Develop a process to attract
more applicants for buyer
positions as well as a
potential pipeline for talent
acquisition.

Action Steps
Personnel Responsible

Monitoring Plan (Evidence/Data
the action step has occurred)

Timeline

GOAL TWO
Enhance customer service
processes across the
Purchasing, Warehousing,
Mail Services, and Graphic
Arts department.

Action Steps
Personnel Responsible

Monitoring Plan (Evidence/Data
the action step has occurred)

Timeline

1. Work with classification committee to remove Excel test for applicants.
2. Explore expanded job advertising avenues.
3. Initiate contact with the Air Force intern office.
4. Utilize temp agencies as required.

Steve Staggs, all PWMG administrators and supervisors.

1, Review revised job descriptions.
2. Evaluate quantity and quality of applicants received.
3. Evaluate quantity and quality of interns and temp personnel for potential hire.
7/16/18 - Contact HR to revise buyer job descriptions.
7/19/18 - Initiate AF intern request with HR.
8/13/18 - Fly revised buyer positions.
8/13/18 - Work with HR to expand advertising, i.e., Indeed.com.
12/31/18 - Evaluate success of all efforts.

1. Hold quarterly training sessions to focus on response to customers including turn around time on email (two days maximum) and
phone calls (one day maximum), follow up on customer requests, whether Purchasing related or not, and finding solutions instead of
presenting road blocks.
2. Monitor customer survey responses monthly to identify and address issues and concerns.

Steve Staggs, all PWMG administrators and supervisors.

Document training within each section quarterly. Review customer
feedback monthly and develop corrective action as necessary.
1. Hold four quarterly trainings with each area of PWMG during FY 2018/2019.
2. Ongoing - Monitor customer survey responses monthly to identify and address issues and
concerns.

